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Abstract: The clustering methods are used to make a
partition or a string of partitions from a well-defined set of
objects, where the distances between objects, in couples,
are known. In this paper we implemented an algorithm that

provides

a

hierarchical complete clustering, using

algorithm, any new patient added in the database is
automatically introduced in the class that corresponds with
his diagnosis. Of course that such an algorithm does not
replace the physician's diagnosis, but it can act as an
secondary tool, useful especially in the study of large sets
of patients, in a long time period, or to reveal some

a
of
dissociation,
and
we
applied
this
algorithm
to
function
analyze a set of medical parameters and to find the right
diagnosis, according with the values of these parameters.

correlations between parameters and the existent diagnosis,
hard to be noticed with other methods.

INTRODUCTION

METHODS

to

The theory of clustering is used
analyze large
amounts of similar data, when the grouping of these data in
classes is not evidently. The general principle of clustering
finite set
methods is: being known
elements,

An important notion used in the algorithm building, is
the hierarchy of parts for a given set. Let X be a finite set,
with n elements ( lX l: n). We denote by P^ (X), the set of
not-empty parts of X, ordered by the relation of inclusion.
Let A be a set, A
P-(X). The set A is called a hierarchy
-c
of parts of X if it has the next properties:
1. For any A, BeA + A n B e {A, B, Q};

characterizes elements from different classes. The
hierarchical clustering method builds all the possible
partitions of classes from a given set of elements, the
elements being grouped in classes bigger and bigger. It
starts with the classes that have a maximal degree of

2. ForanyAeA+v{Be A lBcA,B*A}e {A,A\.

a

of

characterized by a few parameters (quantitative or
qualitative), the elements are grouped in classes, so the
elements belonging to the same class have a certain degree
of similarity, bigger than the degree of similarity that

similarity, and works until to the level of minimal degree of
similarity, which corresponds to a single class, made from

allthe elements used in clustering.
To define this hierarchy of partitions, a few methods are
available: we can define an "ultra-metric" distance on the
set of objects to be classifieds, or, equivalently, we can use
a function of dissociation on this set, based on the measure
of cohesion between the elements of partitions. In this
paper we used the second method, taking in consideration
the link between this and the first one: the two dimensions
are in a relation of reversed proportionality: as the cohesion

between elements is bigger, the dissociation degree
becomes smaller with the same order. The sets made by a

single element have maximal cohesion, and the dissociation
degree is minimal (equal with 0).
It is well known that the methods of mathematics and
statistics have a large applicability in the medical area. The
basic reason is that the medicine works with a large amount
of qualitative and quantitative parameters. The databases
that contain the results of necessary analyzes for large set of
patients become inputs in a clustering algorithm, which
generates the classes of patients. A clustering algorithm is

efficient when

it

with
of patients. After
diagnosis classes, made using

generates classes identical

diagnosis groups existent in the set

characterization

of

the
the
the

We also define the next sets:
SomA : {AeA I ifBeA, A c B, then A = B}

TerA: {AeA lif g.A,

B c A, then A: B}
The clustering algorithm implemented and tested builds
the total hierarchical clustering of a set, based on a function

of

dissociation.

We notice here that a function of
-(X)
+ R,
:P

dissociation on a set X is an application y
having the next properties:
a) y(A) > 0 forany setA e P'(X);

b) y(A) : 0 ifand only if la l: t;
c) y (A u B) ( max (y (A), Y @)), for any A, B e P-(x),

AaB*4.

In fact, this notion is based on the notion of ultra-metric
distance, because any function of dissociation has a
corresponding ultra-metric distance. This is the application
E : X x X -+ R*, defined by ö(x, y) : min {y (A) lx, yeA}.

Reversed, being known

an ultra-metric

distance, the

corresponding function of dissociation will be:
y(A) = p(A) =

T,S

ö(*, v)

The algorithm tested here is based on the exhaustive
technique, which consists in the building of all total
hierarchical classes, the best classification being selected
after that. Such a method is quite complex, and requires a
long time for calculations. A known result to show this fact
specifies that the number of partitions with m elements
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X

from a set

having

n elements, is calculated using

the

S(n,m) = +i(-l)uCl(m

!i;

m

- k)",

m = 1,2,...n

where S(n, l), S(n, 2), ... S(n, n) are the numbers of Stirling
ofsecond degree, recursively defined by:
S(n, 0) :0
S(n + 1, i) : S(n, i - l) + iS(n, i)

S(n,n+1):0,n)l
s(1,

l):

Stage 0:

Let P0: the discrete partition, P0:{P,0, Pro, ...Pno},
Pio:{x'},i:1,2,...n.
Define co: { A e P.(X) I lA ltl}, yo:0.

where

Stagek(k>l):

.

2.
Pk: som Dt u {Ae Ptt-t le B : a,v Be som Dp}
^
3. cr: {A I a.l B e {O,B},A*8, Vne Pk}
4. If C 1: O, STOP
If

Cp

* A, repeatthe

cycle for k

: k + 1.

be

analyzed as effective numeric dimensions,
because they codify different states, in a domain of values
defined in common agreement with the physician. Such
parameters do not have a mathematic signification, we
cannot make mathematic operations using them, and we
cannot define a relation of order between them in the usual
way. Our formula of distance has the purpose to control the
weight brought by these parameters in the final result - this
weight must be comparable, as size-order, with the ones
brought by the other (quantitative) parameters. In order to
obtain the global dissociation function, a global ultra-metric
distance is calculated finally, making the arithmetic mean
of all partial distances, calculated for each parameter. We
also preferred to use the weighted values of all parameters,
in the same purpose: to force all the parameters to have a
comparable influence on the final result. It is obviously
necessary to make this correction, because the medical
parameters have different sizes, and the corresponding

distances

are also different. For example, there

The algorithm was made in Visual Basic, being tested
on a computer Pentium II, 300 MHz, 128 MB RAM, on a
set of medical standard data and a study set made by 304
patients. The data were about the blood and mycological
analysis (laboratory tests) for patients having l0 different
skin diseases. Our purpose was to generate all the possible
classes and to veri$, for a fixed number of classes (10), the
fitting degree between the partition generated by the
algorithm and the existent diagnosis.
For the standard data (with correct values) the algorithm

reason for this result may be caused by the errors existent in
the laboratory analyzes. At the same time, even the

The algorithm uses two types of parameters in order to
generate the classes: quantitative and qualitative. That is
why the algorithm gives the possibility to speciff the type
of each analyzed parameter, as belonging to one of these
two categories. For quantitative parameters, the ultra-metric
distance used to calculate the dissociation function is the
Euclidian distance. For qualitative parameters, a common
value of distance was used; this value is equal with the
average distance calculated at that moment. This formula is
justified by the special nature of these parameters: even
such parameters are identified by numeric values, they

cannot

solution.

proved its usefulness, because the generated classes were
identically with the classes corresponding to existent
diagnosis. For the data in the studied set, the fitting
precision was not as good as in the first case, but a strong

:

min t V(A) | Ae c r-r)
Define the set D p : {Ae C r-r ly(A) :yr }

Find y1

in

RESULTS

I

The algorithm studied and implemented by us makes a
total hierarchical clustering of X, and builds a string of
partitions, with a growing dissociation degree. The function
of dissociation is built using the corresponding ultra-metric
distance. A short description of this algorithm is:

I

with large size -

106 order - but with a small
diagnosis detection, in comparison
with parameters with small size - l0-r or l0-2 order - but
essential to establish the diagnosis. In such a case there are
two solutions: either an equal weight for all parameters,
either the using of a signification scale, defined following
the physician's indications. We tried to work using the first

parameters

signification level

formula:

algorithm gives very good results in the case of disjunctive
classes, the problem becomes relatively difficult for classes
overlapped - a case very usual in the medical practice).

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The obtained results were encouraging, even not ideal.

Our intention is to continue the study, on two

o

the using of other Wpes of dissociation measures, to

o

determine the optimal expression for the case of medical
data;
the using of other clustering algorithms.

At the same time we will try an

optimization

of

the

algorithm, to reduce the time of calculation, which is long
enough (minutes order) for databases with a few hundreds
of patients and 80 - 90 parameters.
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